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SPECTRAL THEORY

FOR SYMMETRIC SYSTEMS IN AN EXTERIOR DOMAIN

1. Introduction

By

Hirokazu IWASHITA

The present work is devoted to the investigation of spectral problems of a

first order symmetric system in an exterior domain Q of Rn of the form

(1.1) Hu = H(_x,D)u =
^Aj(x)DjU + C(x)u,x^Q

.7=1

where Dj=―idj,dj=dldxj,l<j<ii,u = u(x)=tQui(x),---,u<i(x)') is a C^-valued

function and Aj(x),l<j<n,C(x) axe dxd matrix valued functions.

The spectral theory for symmetric systems in the whole space 12" has been

extensively investigated by many authors under various conditions (see Schulen-

berger-Wilcox [9], Tamura [11], Weder [12], and their references). On the

other hand there are not so many works treating exterior boundary value problems

for the system (1.1) (Lax-Phillips [3], Schmidt [8], and Stefanov-Georgiev [10]

by the time dependent method, and Kikuchi [1] and Mochizuki [5] by the

stationary method). In all of them the coefficients are assumed to take constant

values outside bounded balls and further, restrictive conditions are imposed on

the geometrical structure of the slowness surfaces of the free systems except [10].

In this paper we shall employ the commutator method due to Mourre [6] to

avoid difficulties derived from the slowness surface and the formulation of

radiation conditions, and to prove the limiting absorption principle for the long

range perturbed system (1.1). To this end we restrict ourselves to work in the

domain Q satisfying the following: The domain Q lies in the exterior of its

boundary dQ which is a smooth and compact hypersurface enclosing the origin.

Further, there exists a positive C°°(U ＼{0})-function p(x), positively homogeneous

of degree zero such that

(1.2) ＼x＼=p(x)if and only if x^dQ.

Consider the following boundary value problem with a spectral parameter

zGC:

(H(x,D)-z)u(x)==f(x) in Q,
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(1.3) u(y)^£(y) for each y^dQ,

where at each point y of the boundary, J3(y) denotes a linear subspace of Cd of

constant dimension which varies smoothly with y. Throughout the paper we

impose on the coefficientsof H(x, D) defined by (1.1) and the boundary space

JS(y) the following assumptions.

(A.I) Aj(x) ,l<j<n are bounded C°°(//)-Hermitian matrices with bounded

first derivatives. Furthermore,

(x-Vx)AjQr)->0 as |.z|^oo,

(x ･Vx)2Aj(x) are bounded in Q,

where Vx = <(31,･･･,dn) and "･" denotes the scalar product. C(x) is in C°°(^)-

class and satisfies

C<ix),{x^x)C{x)-^Q as ＼x＼^>oq,

(x-S!x)2C(x) is bounded in Q.

(A. 2) The differentialoperator H(x,D) is formally selfadjoint:

2 3jAj(x) = i{C(x) -C*(x)} for x<eQ
.7=1

(A. 3) Let

A(x,O=SAi(-r)fi

and v(_y) denote the unit outer normal to dQ at y. We require that A(y,v(y))

is of constant rank near the boundary.

(A. 4) The boundary space B(y) is maximally conservative, thatis, the matrix

A(y,v(y)} vanishes over B(y) :

A(y,v(y))u(y) -u(y) =0

for any u(y) =.jB(y), y^dQ, and B(y) is the maximal subspace in Cd satisfying

the above property (see Lax-phillips [3, Chapter VI]).

We denote by J the Hilbert space L2(Q) ; Cd) endowed with the norm

Nl={[ ＼u(x)＼2dxYi2.

Under the above assumptions we have by Lax-Phillips [2] the selfadjointoperator

in 36 which is the closure in 36 of H(x, D) as defined for smooth functions in

36 satisfying the boundary condition (1.3). The selfadjoint operator is also

denoted by H and the domain is given by

&(H) = {v<el36; Hu<e36, u(y)<=fi(y) at each point y of dQ}.

Let JViH)1- stand for the orthogonal complement in 36 to the null space of H.
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Our finalhypothesis is the following:

(A. 5) For any u<B&(H) [＼/f(H)^- we have

h＼3ju＼＼<C(＼＼Hu＼＼
+ ＼＼u＼＼)

.7= 1
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In order to state the main result we shall introduce some functional spaces.

Let L2a(Q), a^R denote the Hilbert space of Cd-valued functions u on Q such

that (lJr＼x＼)auis square integrable. Let H1^) stand for the Sobolev space of

Cd-valued square integrable functions on Q with square integrable firstderivatives.

Under the assumptions (A.I)-(A. 5) we prove the following

THEOREM 1.1 (i) The non-zero eigenvalues of H are offinitemultiplicity

and discrete with the only possible accumulation points 0 and ±oo.

(ii) Let R(z) = (H-z)~1 for z^C＼R and denote by op(H) the set of the

point spectrum of H. Then for any compact interval J(zR＼[_op(H) U{0}] and

any a>l/2, there exists a constant C=C(pc, J) >0 such that

＼＼(l+＼x＼)-°R(z')a+＼x＼')-a＼＼<C

when Re^EiJ, 0<|Im2|<l, where ＼＼-＼＼denotes the operator norm.

(iii) For every 2.e.R＼＼_op(H)＼J{0}~＼and a>l/2, the norm limits

R(X±iG)=＼imR(X±iK)

exist as bounded operators of L＼(Q) to Lla(Q) and with thisdefinition,R(X ±z"0)

are Holder continuous as bounded operators of L2a(R) to L£a(i2) with ex-

ponent (a-1/2)/(a + 1/2) if l/2<a<l.

In [6] Mourre develops an abstract theory and as applicationsshows that the

limiting absorption principle holds for 2-, 3-body Schrodinger operators and some

type of pseudo-differentialoperators (see alsoPerry-Sigal-Simon [7]). As concerns

symmetric systems in Rn, Weder [12] has applied Mourre's method to strongly

propagative systems and obtained the same result as in Theorem 1.1. Tamura

[11] partly takes advantage of the method for symmetric systems of non-constant

deficit. Similarly as in the case of iV(>2)-body Schrodinger operators (cf. [6]

and [7],),they take as the conjugate operator,

which is the generator of the dilation unitary group in Rn.

As compared with these resultsin the whole space, there has been no work

to apply the Mourre method to any exterior boundary value problems. In the

present work we adopt as the conjugate operator the generator A of a dilation
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unitary group in Q (See Lemma 2.1). However, the commutator of H with A

does not necessarily have a domain containing oD(H), which is out of Mourre's

theory. So we need some modification based on coerciveness assumption (A. 5)

(see Lemma 3.5). It should be remarked that the above result is new even if

Q = Rn. We should also mention the work of Stefanov and Georgiev [10]. They

study spectral and scattering problems for firstorder dissipativehyperbolic systems

in an exterior domain by using the Enss method. Their assumptions correspond

to ours except the range of perturbations, but no condition is imposed on the

shape of the domain.

We conclude this section by giving an example. We consider Maxwell's

equation in the exterior domain with inhomogeneous media:

* ＼―curl 0 /

where u ―t(ui,u2) and Uj,j=l,2 are C3-valued functions. E(x) is a uniformly

positive definite,bounded 6x6 Hermitian matrix valued function in C°°(@)-class

and satisfiesfor some s>0,

in≪BY M JCCI + ^I)-1- |a|= l
＼D E(x) <. <

The boundary condition is given as follows (see Majda [4]). Let a and /3be

constants such that a2 + /32= l. For each y of the boundary dQ,

v(y) X (aUl(y) + $u2(y) ) = 0.

Then HE is essentiallyselfadjointin JtE, the Hilbert space of C6-valued square

integrable functions with norm

＼＼u＼＼E={＼
Q
E(x)u(x).u{x)dxYl*

Let JV(H^)^~ be the orthogonal complement in 7
E

of the null space of HE.

Maida proves that

sn^iij^caiHj^iij+iMij)

for all u e SO(HE) n N (HE)±. If we put

H=E{xyi2HEE{xy1'2,

then the operator H in J£= LZ(Q; C6) satisfies all the assumptions (A.I)-(A. 5).

2. Discreteness of eigenvalues

In this section we shall prove the conclusion (i) of Theorem 1.1. We begin

by introducing a dilation unitary group in Q. For <f>=.*$,set
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U(t)4>(x) =et'2{et+ (l-et)^-Yn~"'2$(etx+ (1 - el)p(x) x),
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where x = x/＼x＼ and the function p(x) is given in (1.2). Note that for xElQ,

p(x)x is the intersection of the boundary and the ray of the origin to x.

LEMMA 2.1. U (t) defined by (2.1) is a one-parameter unitary group and

the generator A is given by

A^Sfe-^^ + f-^-^}

1 n
-77S {(xj - P (x) xj) Dj + Dj (xj - p Qr) xj)},

where Xj = Xjl＼x＼

Proof. Set

Ftx = elx + (1 ―e*) p (x) x.

Then we have

rtx _ -
ip i ■*>

＼rtx＼=et(＼x＼-p(x))+p(x) = {et+a-e0-RM-}＼x＼

Since pipe) is homogenous of degree zero, we obtain

These show that U(t) defines a unitary transformation in J with a parameter t.

Further, I＼I＼x―I's+tx, from which it immediately follows that U(t) is a group.

Differentiating U(t) in t and setting t=0, we know that the generator is given

as above. Q.E.D.

We note that since the domain cD(A) of A is given by

the space of Cd-valued rapidly decreasing smooth functions is dense in oD(A).

This implies that oO(A) f)£)(H) is a core for H.

LEMMA 2.2. Let i＼_H,A~] denote the symmetric form on <£>(A) n $ (H)

defined by

($, HH, A]t) = -i{(H$, A<P) - (A$, Hep)}

for any <f>,̂e<0(A) fl<R(H), where (･, ･) stands for the scalar product in JC.

The form i[H,A], if it is restricted to SO(A) f)£)(H) ClH1^), coincides with a

symmetric operator i＼_H,A1° = H+K whose domain includes dO(H) CiH^-CQ), that is*
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for any <p,<p£E£)(A)(＼ZKH~) f)H＼Q), where

(2. 2) K= -%＼-$$-AJ(x) +
:hA*(j:Xdkp(.x)-Ap(x≫£j

+ (＼x＼-p(x))drAj(x)]Dj

+ iJ£j-7* Af{x) (djP(x) -*fep(x≫ -{Qx＼ -P(x))drC{x) + ax)},

dr = x-Vx-

PROOF. Let <p,̂ e$(A) n£)(//)fill1(£). Then we can choose sequences

{<fim}and {(pm＼which are smooth up to the boundary, rapidly decreasing and

satisfy the boundary condition (1.3) such that as m->oo,

A$m-+A$,A<[>m-+A4> in X.

In fact, by introducing a partition of unity, we may only consider the case that

4> has sufficientlysmall support near the boundary since in [12, Lemma 2.1],

Weder has constructed a sequence satisfying (2.3) for any § on which no

boundary condition is imposed. Therefore, it suffices to construct a smooth

sequence satisfying the boundary condition and converging to 0 in //*(£?).Let

$3 be the j-th.component of 0. Since the boundary space J8(j>) is assumed to

vary smoothly, we can introduce new dependent variables in terms of which the

boundary condition becomes

0i(;y)= ■･■=0*00=0

for y^dQ (Lax-Phillips [2]), where p is the codimension of J8(jO- This implies

the following: The condition <fi^dD(H) r＼Hl{Q) means that

ft<=H＼Q), j=l,―,d

and

0'Cy)=O, 7 = 1, ―,/> for j><e3J2,

from which we can easily obtain the desired sequence.

It follows from (2.3) that

= Hm - ?{(H^m, ^4^m) ―(A<fim,H<pm) }
m―>oo

Integration by parts and a simple calculation give
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-i{{H<f>m,A<pm) - (A<pm, H<pm)} = Mm, KHA-AH)<pm)

So, it remains to prove that L=H+K is a symmetric operator in 36 with the

domain containing 50(H')C＼H1(Q'). Since L is a differentialoperator of first

order, it sufficesto show that L is a symmetric operator subject to the boundary

condition (1.3). A simple calculation shows that L is formally symmetric. Since

the boundary is given by (1.2), we may assume that the direction of the outer

normal v(v) coincides with that of Vxp(y)―y when y^dQ. Set

+ (＼x＼-p(x≫dTAi(x)＼Sj.

Taking account of homogeneity of degree zero of p(x), we obtain

Ki(y>VxP(y) ―y)=0 for any y^dQ.

Thus if Li(x,£)=A(xJ')+K1(x,£), then

Li(.y,v(y')^=A(y,v(y^ for any yE^Q.

Hence, we conclude that L is a symmetric operator subject to the boundary

condition (1.3). This completes the proof.

Let P!ff(J) denote the spectral prejection for an interval A associated to H

and PSr the projection onto JV{H)^-.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A be a bounded interval such that Jci?+ = (0, oo)

Then there exists a positive constant a such that

PH(A)i[H, A]°PhW >aPH(A) +P^(J)X(J)P^(J),

where K(A)=Ph(A)KPh(A) is a compact operator.

PROOF. If we set a = inf A, we have the above inequality from Lemma 2.2.

It follows from the assumption (A. 5) that

(2.4) P°H£(H)czH＼Q).

If we write (2.2) as

then K(A~)is described as

.7 = 0
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By (A.I) and (2.2), Ku(x) and KQ(x) tend to zero as |j;|-≫oo.Combining this

with (2.4) implies that KIj(x)Ph(^) and Kq(x)Ph(A) are compact. It alsoholds

from (2.4) that D?-Ph(J),j=1, ･･･,n axe bounded. These show that K(d) is a

compact operator. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let <f>be an eigenvector of H with an eigenvalue E>0.

Then

(^･[H,A]V)=0.

For the proof we prepare two lemmas which will be also used later.

Lemma 2.5. If ＼X＼>1,then (A+zT)"1 maps H＼Q) into H＼Q). If 0e

//*(£) and <psatisfiesthe boundary condition (1.3), then (A+z'^)"V a^so satisfies

the boundary condition. Furthermore as an operator on H1^R),

5-lim M(A+iX)-1 = l.

PROOF. It suffices to prove the lemma for /!>1 since the other case is

similarly verified. Let <j>be a smooth function in Hl(Q). Such functions are

dense in H1^R). Then a straightforward calculation from (2.1) yields

(2.5)

By the Laplace transformwe have

and hence by (2.5),

(2.6)

e~uU(f)<t>dt
0

+ _pC^L{(A+ayi-(A+i^-l)r1} ^-
ICC＼ yJJOj

+ (djP(x)-^p(x)){(A+Uy*-(A+i(Z-l))-1}^r

+ ^r-C^K-r) ―|fjrK*)) i(A+ayi- ca+z^-D)-1}^.

Consequently we obtain with a positive constant C,

＼＼-^(A+ay^＼＼<c＼＼<p＼＼HiW
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and

(A + iX)-lH＼Q)<zHKD).

Next, the trace operator

is bounded and by definition,

These imply that if ^eJJ1^) and y^dQ, then

(A+UYl<l>{y) = -i[O°e-<x-xl dt<!>(y')= -iU-
Jo ＼

|)~Voo
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which shows that if 0eH*(i2) and satisfiesthe boundary condition (1.3), then so

does (A+rtyl<f>. Finally, by the identity (2.6) and the fact that for each k>0,

s- lim^(A+z-(^-/^))-1 = l in #,

we conclude that

?-iX(A+nyi<j>=-p- in ye
l-> + oo

dXj

Set for *>1,

A(JC)=AiX(A + Uyl.

Since A(^) is calculatedas

(2.7) A(Z)=iX + X＼A+iXy＼

it followsfrom Lemma 2.5 that the commutator

[H,A{X)^=HA{X)-A{X)H

is well definedon 50(H)(＼HHQ^).

Lemma 2.6.

5-limi[H,A(^)]^ = i[H,A]V for any ^e,0(H) DH^O).

PROOF. For fi^^&iH^nHXQ), we calculateby using (2.7)

C0,≪[H,A(Ji)]^)= -uk(a-W) (A-ay^, H(A+nyw

+n2{H(A-ayi<f>,{A+iX)<iA+ayl<p')

-K-aHiA-uy^AacA+ay1^).

By thisand Lemma 2.2 we have

i[H,AW]=a(A+ayHiH,Aya(A+ay^ on 50{H)r＼H＼Q).

Q.E.D.
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The assertion follows immediately from the above identity and Lemma 2.5.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 2.4. Since <p^P°H3)(H), we have by Lemma 2.6,

= lim-/{(/#,A(^)^)-(^A(^)H^)}

= lim-i£{(^, A(X)$) - (jJ,A≪^)) =0.

Q.E.D.

We are now in a position to give

PROOF OF Theorem 1.1, (i). We shall prove the theorem for positive

eigenvalues. Suppose the contrary. Then there exists a sequence of orthonormal

eigenvectors {<f>m＼such that

Hfim = Emfim, Em *=A,

where A is a bounded interval CC.R+. By Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 we have

with a positive constant a,

0= (0m, i[_H, AJ<j>m) = (0m, PhWIH, AJPhC A)<f>m)

>a＼＼<f>m＼＼2+(<f>m,K(A)<f>m).

Since <f>mweakly tends to zero and K(d) is a compact operator, we have by

letting m―>oo In the above

0>a>0,

which gives a contradiction. If we take ―A as a conjugate operator, we can

prove the conclusion for negative eigenvalues in exactly the same way. Q.E.D.

3. Limiting absorption principle

In this section we shall prove the assertions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1.1.

Similarly as in section 2, it sufficesto verify the conclusions for Rez>0 and

2>0.

Lemma 3.1. Let /eC0°°(ig＼{0}).Then /(Jf)<2)(A)c<8(A) and the operator

lf(H),A] =f(H)A―Af(H) definedon oD(A) is actually a bounded operator on JC.

PROOF. If one only takes account of the domain of i[H, A]0, one can follow

the same line as that in the proof of Lemma 7.4 of [7] or Lemma 2.5 of [12] to

verify the lemma.
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LEMMA 3.2. Let /eCS°(i2＼{0}). Then the form ＼_A,f(H)i＼_H, A]°/(i7)]

initially defined on
<£>(A)

coincides with a bounded operator on J :

(3.1) CA,/(H)≪[H,A]≫/(H)] = CA,/(H)]≪[H,A]°/(H)+/(if)Q/-(H)

+ (iTH. AWf Jf)WA f(H)＼

■where

Q=-lH,A]°-2(l―^-)＼-^-'ZAjix-)dJ+
＼ ＼X＼ /[_ ＼X| j=i

2

＼X＼ j=l 1^1

~i(＼x＼-p(x)) {(＼x＼
-P(.x≫d2rC(x) +2drC(x)h

PROOF. Let $,<])<=.SO(A). Then by Lemma 3.1 and (2.4),

/(fl")&/(H)0e0(A) n#(H) C＼H＼Q).

We calculate

(Afc/(H)*[H, A]°/(H)0) - (/(H)≪[H, A]o/(H)0, A0)

= ((/(H)A-A/(H))^} ≪[H,Ayf{H)<P)

+ l(A/(H)^, ≫[H,A]°/(H)0) - (i[H, A]≫/(H)^, A/(H)j&)}

+ (*[H, A]≫/(H)^, (A/(H) -f(H)A)<p).

By density arguments and computing the commutator of A with z"[H,A]0, we

have

the second term=(/(H)^,Q/(H)j&).

Thus we obtain identity (3.1). By Lemmas 2.2, 3.1, (A.I), and (2.4) we know

that the right hand side of (3.1) is bounded operator. Q.E.D.

One of the main resultsin this section is

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A be any compact interval in R+＼op(H>) and ay 1/2,

Then there exists a constant C=C(pc, J)>0 such that

||(l+|A|)-a(*)(l+|A|)"||£C

e/RezEi and 0<|Ims|<l.

The next lemma follows immediately from Proposition 2.3.

LEMMA 3.4. Let ^>0 ana Z&on(H). Then there exist a function fe
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C£°(J2+),identically equal to 1 near % and a positive constant C such that

(3. 2) f(H)i[H, A]°/(H) > CfCHy.

Suppose JaR+＼<Jp(H) and fix >!gJ. Choose f(=C (R+) to satisfy (3.2).

Set

M=/(H)i[H,A]°/(H).

Then H―isM―z is invertible for ±s>0 and ±Imz>0, and itsinverse G(e,z) =

(H―ieM―z)'1 is bounded and in class Cl(R±) f)C(R±) in e (see [6, Proposition

II.5]). For l/2<a<l, set

Z>(O = (l + |il|)"(l+|e| l^l)"-1.

As is seen in section 2, the domain of i＼_H,A~]°does not necessarily include

S0(H), and so we cannot directly estimate ||D(e)G(e,2:)Z)(e)||. However, since

i[H,A~＼°is bounded on P^^CH), we can prove

LEMMA 3.5. Let gGC (R+') so that g(s) = l on supp/. Then we can find

a positive constant C such that

＼＼D(e)g(H)G(e, *)*(H)£>(0 ＼＼<C

if 0<±e<l, ±Imz>0, Re 2<eI= [-*-<?,̂ + 5] with small 8>O.

As will be seen in (3.5), we can choose g so that (1―g(H)~)G(z,z) and

G(e,z)(l―g(H)} are bounded for Reze/. Since we may assume without loss

of generality that l/2<a<l, we obtain Proposition 3.3 from Lemma 3.5 with

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.5. We considerthe case e>0 and Im2>0. The other

case can be similarlytreated. The following estimatesare valid for RezG/,

0<e<l (see [6] and [7, Lemma 7.3]).

(3.3) ＼＼f(H)Gte,z)<j>＼＼<C^i2＼{<!>,G(e,z)<i>)V'>for ^X,

(3.4) ＼＼G(£,z)＼＼<Ce-＼

(3.5) ||(l-/(//))G(£,z)||<C

Set

F(e,z) =D(z)g(H)G(e, z)g(H)D(e).

Then it followsfrom (3.3) and (3.5) that

(3.6) ＼＼G(e,z-)g(H)D(e')＼＼<Ca+ ^ll2＼＼FCe,zW2).

Choose AeC^°(i2+)so that h=l on suppe＼ Then we have
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h(H)M=M=Mh(H)

and hence,

With thesein mind we calculate

-≫D(0s(H)(-£-G(≪,*)Wh)Z>(0
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= Z>(e)*(H)G(e, z)MG(e, *)#(H)D(O

where we have put

Qi=-D(e)g(H)G(e,z)Cl-f(H))KH)ilH,A^Kma-f(H))

XG(e,z)g(H)D(S),

Q2=-D(e)g(H)G(e,z-)(l-f(H))h(H)iiH,AmH)G(e,z-)g(H)D(e)

-D(e)≪r(H)G(≪,z)/(H)i[H,il]≪A(H)(l-/(H))G(fi,*)^(H)D(≪),

Qs=Z>(O≪r(H)G(≪,≪)*IH,A]0G(e,*)fir(H)D(O.

By (3.3)-(3.6) and boundedness of i[H,AJ>h(H), we can estimate

(3.7) HQi||<C,

(3.8) ＼＼Q2＼＼<Ca+ ^ll2＼＼FC^^＼＼112)-

Similarly as in [6, Proposition II.6] and [12, p. 115], we know from Lemmas

2.6 and 3.2 that

G(e,z) maps 50(A) into <Z)(A)C＼S0{H).

We also know by Lemma 3.1 that g(H)£>(A)a£)(A). Thus as a form on 7 ,

we can calculate

Q3=D(e)g(H-)G(e,z){itH,A-]0-ielM,A-] + ietM,A-]}G(e,z-)g(H)D(e-)

= D(e)g(H)G(e,z)i[H-ieM-z,AlG(e,z)

+!>(≪)*(H)G(e, z)≪[M, A]G(e, *)^(H)D(e).

Expanding the commutator we obtain

D(e)g(H)G(e, z)i[H-ieM-z, A]G(e, £)g(H)D(e)

= D(e)g(H)AG(e,z)g(H)D(e)-D(e)g(H)G(e,z)Ag(H)D(e).

Noting that

D(Os(H)AG(≪,*)*(H)D(O

-D(e)^(H)G(e,^(H)D(e)+Z)(fl)Cgr(H),il]G(≪,*)^(H)D(O,

we get by Lemma 3.1 and (3.6),
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||D(e)#(H)G(e, z)i{.H-UM-zt A]G(e, z)g(H)D{e) ＼＼

<Cs-"-≪>(l + £-1/2||F(£,zW12).

Lemma 3.2 and (3.6) imply that

＼＼D(e)g(H)G(e,z)ie[M,A-]G(£,z)g(H)D(e)＼＼<Ca + ＼＼F(e,z)＼＼)

Combining this with (3.9) gives

(3.10) ＼＼Qz＼＼<Ca-^Kl+ ^ll2＼＼FCe,z')＼＼i'2)+C＼＼FCe,z)＼＼.

Finally we use (3.6)-(3.10') to estimate

(3.11) ilnn-f '*)IIHI(^>(O)*(H)G(≪,*)*(H)D(O

+ D(Otf(H)G(e, z)g{H)-^D{S)＼＼

<C£-a-^(l + £-1/2||F(s^)||i'2+||F(e,2;)||).

Substitute (3.4) into the above and integrate it. Then we have an improvement.

After iterating this manipulation finitetimes, we get

＼＼F(e,z)＼＼<C,

which completes the proof of Lemma 3.5.

PROPOSITION 3.6. Let A be a compact interval in R+＼<?P(H) and l/2<a<l.

Then there exists a positive constant C= C(a, A) such that

for any z,z' with Rez, Rez'eJ and 0<±Imz, ±Imx'<l, where d(a) = (a ―

1/2)I(a+112).

PROOF. We only consider the case Imz>0. It is sufficientto show that

(3.12) ＼＼D(O)g(H){G(O,z)-G(Q,z')}g(H)D(Q)＼＼<C＼z~zTa＼

where we use the notation in the proof of Lemma 3.5. Since F(s,z) is bounded,

it follows from (3.11) that

(3.13) ＼＼F^,z)~F(0,z^＼＼<Ce"-1'2.

By (3.6) we have

|＼-*-F(*,z) 11= |＼D(e)g(H)G(e,zyg(H)D(e) ||

and hence.
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||F(e,z)-F(6,z')ll<Ce-1|z-z/|.

Combining this with (3.13), we obtain

＼＼F(P,z)-F(p,zf)＼＼<tC{e>-1i* + e-1＼z-z'＼}

If we take e=＼z-z'＼1Ka+1'2＼ we get (3.12).
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Q.E.D.

PROOF OF Theorem 1.1, (ii) and (iii). Let f(=C?(R+). We claim that

(3.14) ||(1+|A!)≪/(J/)(1 + |^1)-≪||<C when 0<≪<l.

In fact, since A is rewritten as

we calculate

n-1 p(x) ＼

2 1^1 /

Af^Hxi+ixir^iAfiH^a+ixiy'+ifCH)^-^

+|{(i-j?i#-)^A-/(^)}Via+ki)-1,

^^-Vi+ki)-1
＼x＼ ) ' '

which together with Lemma 3.1 and (2.4) implies that A/(H)(l + ]a:[)~1is

bounded on 36. Since f(H) is a bounded operator on 36, the Hadamard three

line lemma implies (3.14).

The conclusion (ii) is easily deduced from Proposition 3.3 and (3.14). Next,

it follows from Proposition 3.6 and (3.14) that

＼＼Q.+ ＼x＼y*{R(<z)-R(z')}Q. + ＼x＼y°＼＼<C＼z-z'＼≪<'＼

This proves (iii). Q.E.D.
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